When an electron having all charge (q) distributed uniformly on its surface of sphere of radius (a) , is at rest, no magnetic fi eld is associated with it. Then the energy per unit volume of the fi eld is given u= εo E It shows that a charged particle carries a momentum which is proportional to its velocity just form the electromagnetic infl uence. The coeffi cient of velocity in the expression of momentum is called mass, so the coeffi cient of v on right side should indicate the mass which arises only due to the effect of electrodynamics and is called electromagnetic mass i.e.
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This implies that the total mass of a charged particle in motion with small velocity is sum of the mechanical and the electromagnetic masses.
=
For the total mass to be electromagnetic, = Where is classical electron radius
When the electron has very high velocity, then the momentum of electron is found to be i.e electromagnetic mass rises with velocity, a fact discovered before the theory of relativity implying the possibility of variation of mass with velocity.
According to the theory of relativity, energy is associated with mass as U/c 2 Then the fi eld of electron should have mass
Substituting value of we get This is not same as This indicates that there is discrepancy between the mass calculated from two different approaches. This difference implies that there are non electrical factors in electron which carry the additional mass holding the charges having same nature together called poincare stress. If the extra forces are taken into consideration, the results from the different approaches come out to be same. This fact indicates that it is impossible to get all the mass of a charged particle to be electromagnetic.
In other point of view, a particle is said to have mass if we have to apply force in order to accelerate it. If we have a charged particle and push on it for a while, it radiates electromagnetic wave or energy or there will be some momentum in the electromagnetic fi eld. Therefore, to accelerate a charged particle, we must require more force than it is required to accelerate a neutral particle of the same mass, otherwise energy and momentum would not be conserved. The rate at which we work or apply force on an accelerating charge must be equal to the rate of loss of energy by radiation. So, additional force to that required by mechanical inertia due to electromagnetic interaction has to be added. This fact provides evidence for the existence of electromagnetic mass. According to Newton's third law, there must be a corresponding Acharya/Electromagnetic... force back upon us from accelerated electron .What is the source of the force which causes the pusher in the back direction?
To account for this, we can consider an electron as a charged sphere having number of pieces of charge. At rest or uniform motion, each piece repels electrically to each other piece such that forces balance causing net force zero.
When an electron is being accelerated, the force should no longer be in balance to explain the effect .This situation can be understood as the electromagnetic infl uences take time to go from one piece to another. When all these forces are added up, they don't cancel out. With acceleration if we look at the forces between the various parts of electron, action and reaction are not exactly equal and the electron exerts a force on itself that tends to hold back the acceleration which implies the force of an electron on itself.
